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Abstract: If the 750 GeV resonance in the diphoton channel is conrmed, what are the
measurements necessary to infer the properties of the new particle and understand its na-
ture? We address this question in the framework of a single new scalar particle, called
digamma (z). We describe it by an eective eld theory, which allows us to obtain gen-
eral and model-independent results, and to identify the most useful observables, whose
relevance will remain also in model-by-model analyses. We derive full expressions for the
leading-order processes and compute rates for higher-order decays, digamma production
in association with jets, gauge or Higgs bosons, and digamma pair production. We illus-
trate how measurements of these higher-order processes can be used to extract couplings,
quantum numbers, and properties of the new particle.
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1 Introduction
Preliminary LHC data at
p
s = 13 TeV show a hint for a new resonance in pp!  (thereby
denoted by the letter1 digamma, z) at invariant mass of 750 GeV [1, 2], which stimulated
intense experimental and theoretical interest. On the experimental side, dedicated analyses
strengthen the statistical signicance of the excess [3{6]. New measurements, which are
underway, will tell us whether the excess is real and, if so, a thorough exploration of the
new particle's properties will start.
Supercially, the situation looks similar to the discovery of the Higgs boson h, which
rst emerged as a peak in  at 125 GeV. Various computations and considerations can be
readapted today from the Higgs case. However, h has large couplings to SM massive vectors,
unlike z. Furthermore, in the Higgs case, the Standard Model (SM) predicted everything
but the Higgs mass. Theorists made precision computations, and experimentalists made
optimised measurements of Higgs properties such as its spin and parity, which did not lead
to any surprise.
Today, with the digamma, we are swimming in deep water. Many key issues related
to the new resonance remain obscure. Does it have spin 0, 2, or more? Is it narrow or
broad? Or, more generally, how large are its couplings? To which particles can it decay?
Do its couplings violate CP? If not, is it CP-even or CP-odd? Is it a weak singlet or a weak
doublet or something else? Is it produced through gg, qq or weak vector collisions? Is it
elementary or composite? Is it a cousin of the Higgs boson? Is it related to the mechanism
of electroweak breaking or to the naturalness problem? What is its role in the world of
particle physics? Who ordered that?
Answering each one of these questions could point to dierent theoretical directions,
which at the moment look equally (im)plausible. The observation of  could be only the
tip of an iceberg. Here we take a purely phenomenological approach. The goal of this
paper is discussing and reviewing how appropriate measurements could address some of
these questions.
So many possibilities are open that, not to get lost in a plethora of alternatives, we
will focus on the simplest `everybody's model'. The model involves a new scalar z with
Mz  750 GeV and eective interactions to photons and other SM states.2
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 and appendix B we describe and
t the experimental data and present the theoretical framework that can account for
pp ! z ! . In section 3 we provide full expressions (including terms suppressed
1Digamma (z) is a letter of the archaic Greek alphabet, originating from the Phoenician letter waw. The
digamma was present in Linear B Mycenean Greek and olic Greek, but later disappeared from classical
Greek probably before the 7th century BC. However, it remained in use as a symbol for the number 6,
because it occupied the sixth place in the archaic Greek alphabet and because it is made of two gammas,
the third letter of the Greek alphabet. As a numeral it was also called episemon during Byzantine times
and stigma (as a ligature of the letters sigma and tau) since the Middle Ages. In our context, the reference
to the number six is tting, as the mass of the digamma particle is 6, in units of the Higgs mass. Moreover,
the historical precedent of the disappearance of the letter z is a reminder that caution is necessary in
interpretations of the particle z.
2The following list of references consider this model and its collider phenomenology [7{79]. Studies
focussing explicitly on a pseudo-scalar version include [80{107].
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z couples toz }| {
p
s = 13 TeV eq. bb cc ss uu d d GG
zj=z (4:1a) 9:2% 7:6% 6:8% 6:7% 6:2% 27:%
zb=z (4:1b) 6:2% 0 0 0 0 0:32%
zjj=z (4:1c) 1:4% 1:0% 0:95% 1:2% 1:0% 4:7%
zjb=z (4:1d) 1:2% 0:18% 0:19% 0:34% 0:31% 0:096%
zbb=z (4:1e) 0:31% 0:17% 0:18% 0:34% 0:31% 0:024%
z=z (5:1b) 0:37% 1:5% 0:38% 1:6% 0:41%  10 6
zZ=z (5:1b) 1:1% 1:1% 1:3% 2:0% 1:9% 3 10
 6
zW+=z (5:1c) 5 10
 5 1:7% 2:4% 2:6% 4:1%  10 6
zW =z (5:1d) 3 10
 5 2:3% 1:2% 1:0% 1:7%  10 6
zh=z (5:1e) 1:0% 1:1% 1:2% 1:9% 1:8% 1 10
 6
Table 1. Predictions for the associated production of the resonance z, assuming that it couples
to dierent SM particles, as more precisely described by the the eective Lagrangian of eq. (2.5).
For production in association with jets we assume cuts  < 5 on all rapidities, pT > 150 GeV on all
transverse momenta, and angular dierence R > 0:4 for all jet pairs, while for photon-associated
production we impose  < 2:5 and pT; > 10 GeV.
by powers of v2=M2z) for z decays into SM vectors and we study multi-body z decays. In
section 4 we discuss z production together with one or more jets. In section 5 we discuss
production of z together with EW vectors or the Higgs boson. Table 1 summarises the
predictions for these cross sections. In section 6 we discuss pair production of z. Finally,
in section 7 we summarise how the above processes can be used to gather information on
the main unknown properties of z, such as its couplings, CP-parity, production mode(s),
and quantum numbers.
2 pp! z: single production
2.1 Experimental status
We briey summarise the experimental status, updating the results of [7] in light of the
new pp! z!  results presented at the Moriond 2016 conference [3{6], which increase
the statistical signicance of the excess around m  750 GeV (up to 3.9 in ATLAS and
3:4 in CMS, locally) but do not qualitatively change the main implications.
The LHC collaborations presented dierent analyses: we focus on the one dedicated to
spin 0 searches (spin 2 searches give similar results). In gure 1 we t the energy spectra,
extracting the favoured values of the mass of the resonance, of its width and of the number
of excess events. ATLAS and CMS data at
p
s = 13 TeV are consistent among themselves.
In data at
p
s = 8 TeV the hint of an excess is too weak to extract useful information. The
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Figure 1. Fit of energy spectra obtained in spin 0 analyses. In the left plot we show the best-t
regions in the (mass, width) plane. In the right plot we x Mz = 750 GeV and show the favoured
values of the width and of the excess number of events.
(pp! ) ps = 8 TeV ps = 13 TeV
narrow broad narrow broad
CMS 0:63 0:31 fb 0:99 1:05 fb 4:8 2:1 fb 7:7 4:8 fb
ATLAS 0:21 0:22 fb 0:88 0:46 fb 5:5 1:5 fb 7:6 1:9 fb
nal  at
p
s = 8 TeV  at
p
s = 13 TeV
state f observed expected ref. observed expected ref.
e+e ; +  < 1.2 fb < 1.2 fb [7] < 5 fb < 5 fb [108]
+  < 12 fb < 15 fb [7] < 60 fb < 67 fb [109]
Z < 11 fb < 11 fb [7] < 28 fb < 40 fb [110]
ZZ < 12 fb < 20 fb [7] < 200 fb < 220 fb [111]
Zh < 19 fb < 28 fb [7] < 116 fb < 116 fb [112]
hh < 39 fb < 42 fb [7] < 120 fb < 110 fb [113]
W+W  < 40 fb < 70 fb [7] < 300 fb < 300 fb [114]
tt < 450 fb < 600 fb [7]
invisible < 0.8 pb | [7] 2.2 pb 1.8 pb [115]
bb . 1 pb . 1 pb [7]
jj . 2.5 pb | [7]
Table 2. Upper box: signal rates. Lower box: bounds at 95% condence level on pp cross sections
for various nal states produced through a resonance with Mz = 750 GeV and  =Mz  0:06.
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Figure 2. Global t of
p
s = 8; 13 TeV data for the 750 GeV excess assuming that it is due to a new
resonance z that decays into 1) hypercharge vectors; 2) into gluons; 3) into a third channel con-
sidering those listed in the legend. In the left (right) panel we assume a broad (narrow) resonance.
best t values for the excess cross section depend on both the mass and the width of the
resonance, which, within statistical uncertainties, can be anything between 0 to 100 GeV.
The main lesson is that it is too early to extract detailed properties from these preliminary
data. We will use the reference values listed in table 2, considering the two sample cases
of a narrow resonance (   10 GeV, which is the experimental resolution on m) and a
broad resonance with    45 GeV. Table 2 also summarises the bound on other possible
decay channels of the z resonance. In gure 2 we show the results of a global t of signal
rates and bounds for
p
s = 8 and 13 TeV data assuming that the 750 GeV excess is due to
a new resonance z that decays into: 1) hypercharge vectors; 2) gluons; 3) a third channel
which could be tt, bb, cc, uu, or invisible particles (such as Dark Matter or neutrinos).
In the left (right) panel we assume a broad (narrow) resonance. A message that can be
indirectly read from gure 2 is that production from gluons or from heavy quarks remains
mildly favoured with respect to production from photons [73{79] or light quarks, which
predict a too small 13 TeV/8 TeV cross section ratio.
2.2 Theoretical framework
The cross section for single production of a scalar z, z = (pp ! z), can be written in
the narrow-width approximation in terms of its decay widths into partons },  } =  (z!
}) [7]:
(pp! z) = 1
s
X
}
C}
 }
Mz
: (2.1)
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Here we extend the list of parton luminosity factors C} given in [7] by including massive
SM vectors, which can be either T ransverse or Longitudinal3
p
s Cbb Ccc Css Cd d Cuu Cgg C CZLZL CZTZT CZT  CWLWL CWTWT
8 TeV 1:07 2:7 7:2 89 158 174 11(8) 0:01 0:3 3:1 0:03 0:8
13 TeV 15:3 36 83 627 1054 2137 54(64) 0:14 2:8 27 0:4 8
The gauge boson parton luminosity functions in the table are obtained convoluting
the WL;T , ZL;T , and photon leading order splitting functions with the quark pdfs
(\NNPDF30_lo_as_0118" set [116]), evaluated at factorisation scale W = MW , Z = MZ
and  = 10 GeV. The two numbers for the C correspond to the photon luminosities
obtained using the photon pdfs in the \NNPDF30_lo_as_0118" set (outside parentheses)
and the number obtained with the aforementioned procedure (inside parentheses). These
numbers come with a signicant uncertainty, due to the sensitivity on the aforementioned
choice of renormalisation scale. We have checked that they are able to reproduce, within
a factor of two, the relevant processes computed with MadGraph5 [117]. We consider this
precision sucient for our study, but we stress that going to higher order splitting functions
for the gauge bosons can make this error smaller, which may be needed in the future. From
the table above we see that the C-factors for longitudinal vector bosons are highly sup-
pressed. Longitudinal vector boson fusion (VBF) can never become relevant compared to
photon-fusion, and can therefore be neglected. The situation is dierent for the transverse
VBF, which can give a sizeable contribution to the total production.
From eq. (2.1) we obtain, at
p
s = 13 TeV
(pp! z) =

4900
 gg
Mz
+ 2400
 uu
Mz
+ 1400
 d d
Mz
+ 190
 ss
Mz
+ 83
 cc
Mz
+ 35
 bb
Mz
+ (2.2)
+150
 
Mz
+ 62
 Z
Mz
+ 18
 WTWT
Mz
+ 0:92
 WLWL
Mz
+ 6:5
 ZTZT
Mz
+ 0:32
 ZLZL
Mz

pb :
We do not consider production from a loop of t quarks because it cannot reproduce the
diphoton excess without predicting, at the same time, a  (F ! tt) above the bound in
table 2. Assuming that z decay to a single parton channel saturates the z decay width at
 =Mz ' 0:06 implies BR(z ! )  f0:018; 0:70; 1:6; 3:8g  10 3 for } =

gg; ss; cc;bb
	
in order to reproduce the observed (pp! z! ).
In eq. (2.2) we omitted QCD K-factors describing higher order corrections, since they
are not known for all channels. In the case of the gluons and quarks contributions they are
given at NLO by Kgg ' 1:5 and Kqq ' 1:2 (see for instance [7, 118]). In the rest of the
paper we will systematically avoid including any K factor, since they are not known for
the majority of the processes we consider.
Eective Lagrangian up to dimension 5. While the above framework captures the
physics of the simplest pp ! z process, a more systematic parametrisation is needed to
3We omit mixed LT contributions since they are suppressed by an additional power of M2W;Z=M
2
z, see
eq. (B.6).
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describe z production in association with other SM particles. This can be done with an
Eective Field Theory (EFT) approach,4 which also provides an ideal language to match to
explicit microscopic models. We assume that the underlying theory is broadly characterised
by a mass scale  and that the light degrees of freedom are the SM elds and z, so that
Mz  . The renormalisable interactions of z are encoded in the Lagrangian
L4 = LSM +
(@z)2
2
  V (z; H) ; (2.3)
where LSM is the SM part, while the scalar potential can be written as
5
V (z; H) =
m2z
2
z2 + zmzz3 + zz4 + zHmzz(jHj2   v2) + zHz2(jHj2   v2) ; (2.4)
with generic couplings z;zH and z;zH . A possible tadpole term in eq. (2.4) can be
eliminated with a shift of z, while we have absorbed an EWSB contribution from zH to
the z mass into a redenition of eq. (2.3). The mass eigenstate Mz is slightly dierent
from the mass parameter mz, as discussed in appendix B.
For  in the TeV range, the leading non-renormalisable interactions between z and
the SM are phenomenologically important, as we will discuss later. In full generality, the
dimension-5 eective Lagrangian can be written as6
L even5 =
z


cgg
g23
2
GaG
a + cWW
g22
2
W aW
a + cBB
g21
2
BB
 + c 
 
H  L R + h:c:

+cH jDHj2   c0H(jHj4   v4)

+
cz3

z(@z)2
2
; (2.5)
for CP-even z. In the CP-odd case, we nd
L odd5 =
z


~cgg
g23
2
Ga ~G
a + ~cWW
g22
2
W a ~W
a + ~cBB
g21
2
B ~B
 + ~c 
 
iH  L R + h:c:
 
;
(2.6)
while both structures can co-exist if CP is explicitly broken by z interactions. Here ~X =
1
2X . The real coecients ci  c
(5)
i involve dierent powers of couplings in the
underlying theory and, for most of our discussion, can be taken arbitrary. Field redenitions
of the form  !  (1 + c1z=), H ! H(1 + c2z=) and z ! (z + c3z2= + c4jHj2=)
leave the leading Lagrangian eq. (2.3) unaltered and the freedom of the coecients c1 4
can be used to eliminate four combinations of higher-dimensional operators proportional
to the (leading) equations of motion (see [122] for a discussion in this context). Using
these redenitions we have eliminated from eq. (2.5) the structures iz  =D + h:c:, z3jHj2,
4See also [21] for an alternative parametrisation of resonant di-photon phenomenology.
5For z = zH = 0 the Lagrangian acquires a Z2 symmetry z !  z that might or might not be
identied with CP, depending on the higher order interactions of z.
6It is interesting to note that the anomalous dimensions of the operators in eq. (2.5) exhibit a peculiar
structure with several vanishing entries [119{121]. In particular, the zV V structure only renormalises the
zH  L R and zjHj4 operators, while the zH  L R operators only induce zjHj4. This implies that, for
instance, if some selection rule forbids the cH structure in the UV, then Renormalisation Group Eects,
from the scale  to the energy at which these interactions are used, will not generate it.
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zHyD2H + h:c: and z5. An equivalent choice, adopted in [122], is to eliminate from L5
all operators involving derivatives. For our purposes, our choice is preferable because it
allows for a more direct matching of the operators in eq. (2.5) to explicit models [7].
With this notation, eq. (2.2) for the 13 TeV single z production takes the form
(pp! z) = TeV
2
2

613c2gg + 7:6c
2
u + 4:7c
2
d + 0:44c
2
s + 0:30c
2
c + 0:13c
2
b +
+0:01c2H + 0:02c
2
BB + 0:007cBBcWW + 0:13c
2
WW

pb; (2.7)
where the only interference between the contributions of dierent operators concerns cBB
and cWW . CP-odd terms proportional to ~ci contribute the same amount to the cross section
as their CP even counterparts ci.
An important observation is that the couplings c have a non-trivial avour struc-
ture [10, 40], and can be regarded as spurions transforming as (3; 3) under the SU(3)L 

SU(3)R avour symmetry. If the matrices c are not aligned with the Yukawa couplings,
F mediates avour-changing neutral currents via four-fermion interactions given by
v2
2M2z

c ij  
i
L 
j
R + c

 ji
 iR 
j
L
2
: (2.8)
In table 3 we list the most stringent bounds on o-diagonal elements of the couplings c ,
evaluated in the quark mass eigenbasis. We see that o-diagonal elements must be smaller
than 10 (34)(=TeV), while at least one diagonal element must be of order unity to obtain
a sizeable z production cross section, as can be derived from eq. (2.7). Since this seems
to correspond to a ne tuning of parameters, we conclude that z production from quark
initial states is not compatible with a generic avour structure.
There are ways to circumvent the problem. One way is to embed z in a weak doublet
which gives mass to down-type quarks only, while the EW vev resides primarily in the SM-
like Higgs doublet, which gives mass to up-type quarks. Dierent solutions, more relevant
in our context, can be found for a singlet z. This can be done [10, 40] with appropriate
avour symmetries, alignment mechanisms, or by imposing a condition of minimal avour
violation (MFV) [123], which implies that c is a matrix proportional to the corresponding
SM Yukawa couplings. Consider rst the case of only cuH qLuR with cu proportional to
the up-type Yukawa matrix, where the z production is dominated by the light quarks. In
this case the coupling to top quarks is large, leading to an unacceptable decay width in
z ! tt. More interesting is the case of couplings to down-type quarks, cdH qLdR. The
Yukawa structure implies that the dominant z coupling is to bottom quarks, while avour
violations are kept under control either by an approximate MFV or by a avour symmetry
of the underlying theory. So, while z production from cc, ss, or light quarks can be
obtained with special avour structures, the case of bb can be more easily justied under
the MFV assumption or with the implementation of an appropriate avour symmetry.
Eective Lagrangian: dimension 6. It is instructive to extend our analysis of inter-
actions between z and the SM to the next order in the 1= expansion: at dimension-6 the
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Observable Bound
mK
q
jRe  c2sd + c2ds   8:9csdcds j < 1:1 10 3 (=TeV)
K
q
jIm  c2sd + c2ds   8:9csdcds j < 2:8 10 5 (=TeV)
mD
pjRe (c2cu + c2uc   7:0ccucuc) j < 2:7 10 3 (=TeV)
jq=pj; D
pjIm (c2cu + c2uc   7:0ccucuc) j < 3:2 10 4 (=TeV)
mBd
q
jRe  c2bd + c2db   6:3cbdcdb j < 3:3 10 3 (=TeV)
S Ks
q
jIm  c2bd + c2db   6:3cbdcdb j < 1:8 10 3 (=TeV)
mBs
q
jAbs  c2bs + c2sb   6:1cbscsb j < 1:4 10 2 (=TeV)
Table 3. Bounds on o-diagonal elements of the coecients c , dened in eq. (2.5), computed in
the quark mass eigenbasis.
rst contact contributions to z pair production appear. The SM eld content is such that
no dimension 5 operators exist, with the exception of the lepton number breaking Wein-
berg operator (LH)2=L, which we will assume to be associated with a much larger scale
L   and can be ignored for our present purposes. Under this assumption, there are
no dimension-6 operators linear in z. This means that the single z production computed
from eqs. (2.5), (2.6) receives corrections only at O(M2z=2) and not O(Mz=). Moreover,
structures of the form z@zJSM are proportional to z
2@J

SM, up to a total derivative,
and can be eliminated using arguments analogous to those employed for eq. (2.5). We thus
nd that the most general dimension-6 eective Lagrangian is
L6 =
z2
2

c(6)gg
g23
2
GaG
a + c
(6)
WW
g22
2
W aW
a + c
(6)
BB
g21
2
BB
 + c
(6)
 
 
H  L R + h:c:

+c
(6)
H jDHj2   c(6)0H (jHj4   v4)

+
c
(6)
H2
2
(@z)2
2
 jHj2   v2+O(z4) ; (2.9)
where we ignore terms with at least z4 that do not have any phenomenological impact
in our analysis. With the exception of the last term c
(6)
H2, the terms in eq. (2.9) share the
structure of the dimension-5 Lagrangian. Note that in this case the CP-even and CP-odd
states have the same interactions, since z appears quadratically while CP violation could
generate interactions of the form z2V ~V  (V = B;Ga;W a) and a complex phase for c
(6)
 .
Whether or not eqs. (2.5) and (2.9) provide an adequate description of the processes
under study, and whether higher-order terms in the eective Lagrangian can potentially
play a role in the study of specic processes, depends on a number of assumptions about
the underlying dynamics. The validity of the EFT cannot be determined entirely from a
bottom-up perspective. We will comment on this issues in the appropriate sections below.
3 z decays
The eective Lagrangian expanded in the unitary gauge can be found in appendix A.
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Figure 3. Predictions for  ZZ=  as a function of  Z=  and  WW =  in the general eective
eld theory up to dimension 7 operators for a CP-even scalar. Note that the prediction does not
depend on assumptions about the mixing with the Higgs boson. Two sets of predictions (left and
right) are possible due to a sign ambiguity relating couplings to widths. The shaded regions and the
region above the dashed line are excluded. If  Z=  and  WW =  were measured in the future,
the prediction for  ZZ=  could be used to unambiguously test the eective theory description.
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Figure 4. Predictions for  ZZ=  and  WW =  as a function of  Z=  in the general eective
eld theory up to dimension 7 operators for a CP-odd scalar. In each case the two solutions
correspond to a sign ambiguity relating couplings to widths. The shaded regions are excluded. If
 Z=  were measured in the future, these predictions for  ZZ=  and  WW =  could be used
to test the eective theory description.
3.1 Two-body z decays
If z is CP-even, it can mix with the Higgs boson h. The mixing angle is given in eq. (B.3)
of appendix B (see also [118]), and the mass eigenvalues in eq. (B.4). Equations (B.6)
provide the z two-body widths  X   (z ! X) taking into account the full dependence
on Mh;t;W;Z . We ignore higher order operators that give corrections suppressed by M
2
z=
2.
The mixing angle  is experimentally constrained to be small, given that after mixing with
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h, z acquires the decay widths of a Higgs boson h with mass Mz:
 (z! X) =  (h ! X) sin2  +    ; e.g.  (h ! ZZ) MhMz' M
3
z
32v2
(3.1)
where v = 246 GeV is the Higgs vacuum expectation value. Imposing the experimental
bound  (z! ZZ) . 20  (z! ) we obtain
j sin j . 0:015
s
 (z! )
10 6Mz
(experimental bound on the z=h mixing angle): (3.2)
Using the complete expressions for the widths of appendix B we see that in the CP-even
case the four decay widths   ,  Z ,  ZZ ,  W+W  , are controlled by only three parameter
combinations involving cBB, cWW , and vcH cos +2 sin . This means that once the rates
relative to diphoton production  Z=  and  W+W =  have been measured, the ratio
 ZZ=  is predicted, up to a sign ambiguity in the relation between the operator coe-
cients and the diphoton width. This means that, without making any assumptions on the
size of the mixing with the Higgs and up to operators of dimension 7, we obtain one predic-
tion that can be tested in future measurements. This is illustrated in gure 3 (see also [22]).
The z decays into EW vectors for a CP-odd scalar are described by only two param-
eters. Thus, once the relative rate  Z=  is measured, both  W+W =  and  ZZ= 
are predicted, again up to a sign ambiguity. These two predictions can be tested, allowing
for the determination of the z properties in a very model independent manner [22, 49].
This is illustrated in gure 4.
Finally, we provide compact expressions for the widths by expanding the full expres-
sions of eq. (B.6) for   1 and Mh;W;Z Mz (correct up to  10% approximation): the
widths reduce to the expressions of [7]:
 (z! ) = 
2M3z
2
(c2 + ~c
2
) ; (3.3a)
 (z! gg) = 8
2
3M
3
z
2
(c2gg + ~c
2
gg) ; (3.3b)
 (z!   ) = N Mzv
2
162
 
c2 z + ~c
2
 z

; (3.3c)
 (z! hh) = M
3
z
1282
c^2H ; (3.3d)
 (z! ZZ) = 
2M3z
2s4Wc
4
W
 
c2ZZ + ~c
2
ZZ

+
M3z
1282
c^2H ; (3.3e)
 (z!W+W ) = 2
2M3z
2s4W
 
c2WW + ~c
2
WW

+
M3z
642
c^2H ; (3.3f)
 (z! Z) = 2
2M3z
s2Wc
2
W
2
 
c2Z + ~c
2
Z

: (3.3g)
Here sW and cW are sine and cosine of the weak mixing angle and N is the  multiplicity
(e.g. N = 3 for an SU(2)L singlet quark). We have dened
c = cBB + cWW ; cZ = s
2
WcBB   c2WcWW ;
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Figure 5. Left: iso-contours of  (z ! X)= (z ! ) for X = ZZ (red continuous curves),
X = Z (green dashed), WW (blue dashed), hh (black dot-dashed) as a function of (cWW ; c^H)=cBB .
Shaded regions are excluded. Right: ratio of the production cross section by Vector Boson Fusion
(VBF) in the channels V V 0 = ; ZT ; ZTZT ;WTWT respectively, divided by the total VBF pro-
duction cross section as a function of the ratio cWW =cBB for cH = 0.
cZZ = s
4
WcBB + c
4
WcWW ; c^H = cH + 2zH=Mz : (3.4)
In the Mh;W;Z  Mz limit, zHmzzjHj2 and cHzjDHj2= are the only two operators
that contribute to the z decays into Higgs or longitudinal vector bosons, and appear
only in the combination c^H . This is because, after the eld redenitions discussed below
eq. (2.5), combinations of cH and zH orthogonal to c^H can be eliminated in favour of
other operators in eqs. (2.3), (2.5) and a combination of z5 and z3jHj2, which do not
contribute to 2-body z decays. Keeping instead terms suppressed by Mh;W;Z=Mz, more
operators contribute to the decay widths.
In the left panel of gure 5 we show the allowed values of (cWW ; c^H)=cBB (white
region) together with the various bounds. In the right panel of gure 5 we show the
relative contributions of the , ZT , ZTZT and WTWT channels to VBF production cross
section as a function cWW =cBB: in the allowed range photon fusion is the dominant VBF
production mechanism only in the neighbourhood of cWW  0, while the other channels
become relevant, or even dominant for jcWW j  jcBBj. This shows that in the eective
theory describing the interactions of a scalar singlet in an SU(2)L 
 U(1)Y invariant way,
it is generally not possible to give a meaning to the photon-fusion production mechanism
without considering also the other relevant VBF channels, unless jcWW j  jcBBj (see also
related discussion in [22, 96]).
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3.2 Three-body z decays
z decay modes into more than two particles carry information about z couplings. For ex-
ample, they allow us to access vector polarisations, and to deduce in this way the structure
ofz interactions with gauge elds. However these processes, occurring at higher-order, have
relatively small branching ratios. We focus on two classes of special enhanced processes.
First, the zH   couplings lead to a two-body z !   width suppressed by v=Mz,
while the three-body z! H   width is unsuppressed. In the limit v Mz we nd
 (z!    ) = N M
3
zc
2
 
153632
i.e.
 (z!    )
 (z!   ) =
M2z
962v2
 0:98% (3.5)
where  is any of the 4 components of the Higgs doublet H, namely the Higgs boson h
and the longitudinal polarisations of Z and W. Taking into account their masses and
assuming that the fermion  is a quark with negligible mass we nd
 (z! huu)
 (z! uu) =
 (z! h dd)
 (z! dd) = 0:62%; (3.6a)
 (z! Zuu)
 (z! uu) =
 (z! Z dd)
 (z! dd) = 0:57%; (3.6b)
 (z!W+ud)
 (z! qq) =
 (z!W  du)
 (z! qq) = 0:89% (3.6c)
If z is produced from qq partonic scattering, one expects a sizeable three body decay width
as well as associated processes discussed in section 5. Present data could already provide
signicant bounds, if the relevant searches are performed.
The second enhanced higher-order decay rate arises because collinear and/or soft emis-
sion of particles with mass m is enhanced by infra-red logarithms  lnnMz=m, where n =
1; 2 when a vectors splits into two vectors, and n = 1 when it splits into fermions or scalars.
At leading order in ln(Mz=m), such phenomenon can be approximated as radiation.
The QCD eects is hidden into hadronisation. Considering for example the zGG or
zG ~G couplings, we nd the total rates
(pp! z! ggg)
(pp! z! gg) = 11% (3.7)
having imposed the cuts on jets described in the caption of table 1. After averaging on the
gluon polarizations, the zGG or zG ~G couplings produce the same z! ggg distributions.
The most interesting such eect concerns o-shell photons  (see also [102]), while
for massive electro-weak bosons the contribution to 4-fermion nal states is anyway domi-
nated by the on-shell V V production (with ln(Mz=MW )  2:2 o-shell eects account for
approximately 20% of the on-shell production [124]).
From an o-shell photon, we ndX
}
 (z! } }+)  22%  (z! ) (3.8)
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decay I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6  4`=  1
eeee 84:3 84:4 169: 137: 137: 0:0556 3:63 10 4 0:235
 29:0 29:1 58:1 52:7 52:8 0:0556 1:36 10 4 0:216
 9:45 9:51 19:0 19:6 19:6 0:0555 0:49 10 4 0:195
ee 45:4 45:5 90:9 78:8 78:8 0:0556 4:12 10 4 0:224
ee 24:5 24:5 49:0 50:9 51:0 0:0555 2:56 10 4 0:194
 16:6 16:6 33:2 32:2 32:2 0:0555 1:64 10 4 0:205
Table 4. Coecients that dene the z ! `+` `0+`0  distributions. In the last column, the
negative (positive) sign of 1 corresponds to the CP-even(odd) case.
where } denote nal-state particle species and the sum is dominated by } = W (5%, thanks
to double IR logarithms), } = u (4%) and } = e (4%). Splitting into electrons and muons
is particularly important, given their small mass and given that collider experiments can
precisely measure their energy and direction.
3.3 Four-body z decays
Four-body z decays are interesting because they allow to reconstruct the CP-parity of z.
The largest of these decays is into gluons: we nd (pp! z! gggg)  0:3%(pp!
z ! gg) after imposing the cuts on jets described in the caption of table 1. The z !
g+g+g g  amplitude (where  denotes the gluon helicity) depends on whether z is scalar
or pseudo-scalar [125{127]. However, for kinematical reasons, pp ! zjj scatterings (sec-
tion 4.1) allow us to discriminate the CP parity much better than z! jjjj decays [128].
The kinematical distributions of pp ! z !  ! `+` `0+`0  decay allow us to
measure whether z is scalar or pseudo-scalar, in analogy with pion 0 physics [129, 130].
Note that these techniques nd little prospects of realisation in the context of Higgs physics,
due to the large di-photon background; at 750 GeV, the situation is more favourable. In
our case, the rate of z into 4 leptons is
 4`
 
=
22
32
R; R =
S
c2 + ~c
2


I1
2
+ I4

c2 +

I2
2
+ I5 + I6

~c2

(3.9)
where the numerical factors Ii are reported in table 4, and S is a symmetry factor equal
to 1/4 when identical leptons are present (` = `0), and 1 otherwise; in the former case, the
4` rate grows as ln2Mz=m`.
The total rate is independent of whether z is a scalar or a pseudoscalar (up to terms
suppressed by m`=Mz) and one relevant distribution to access this information follows
dening  as the relative angle between the planes of the two `+`  pairs in the centre-of-
mass frame (such that for  = 0 the two pairs lie in a common plane with the same-sign
leptons adjacent to each other). Then, one has
2
 4`
d 4`
d
= 1 + 1 cos 2+ 2 sin 2 with 1 = S
I2~c
2
   I1c2
2R(c2 + ~c
2
)
; 2 =
SI3
2R
c~c
c2 + ~c
2

cos  ;
(3.10)
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and the sign of 1 discriminates the scalar case (1   0:2) from the pseudo-scalar case
(1  +0:2); their precise values are reported in table 4. The 2 term violates CP and is
present only when both couplings are present, and  is the phase dierence between the
scalar and pseudo-scalar coupling. More details and distributions can be found in [129].
4 pp! zj;zjj: associated production with jets
In the previous section we have discussed examples where more complicated processes
involving z, albeit having small rates, contain important information about the nature of
z. Associated production with additional hard jets falls in the same category. The relevant
cross sections zj;zjj for producing z together with one or two jets (including b jets) at
the 13 TeV LHC are
(pp! zj) = TeV
2
2
[164c2gg + 0:51c
2
u + 0:30c
2
d + 0:03c
2
s + 0:022c
2
c + 0:012c
2
b ] pb (4.1a)
(pp! zb) = TeV
2
2
[1:95c2gg + 0:008c
2
b ] pb (4.1b)
(pp! zjj) = TeV
2
2
[29c2gg + 0:088c
2
u + 0:05c
2
d + 10
 3(4:2c2s + 3c
2
c + 1:8c
2
b)] pb (4.1c)
(pp! zjb) = TeV
2
2
[0:59c2gg + 10
 3(26c2u + 15c
2
d + 0:84c
2
s + 0:52c
2
c + 1:6c
2
b)] pb (4.1d)
(pp! zbb) = TeV
2
2
[0:15c2gg + 10
 3(26c2u + 15c
2
d + 0:8c
2
s + 0:5c
2
c + 0:4c
2
b)] pb : (4.1e)
We ignore interferences in zjj;zjb;zbb cross sections. The operators coupling z to two
EW vector bosons, both longitudinal and transverse, have not been considered here, be-
cause they contribute to the VBF topology, which already contains two forward jets.
Here we implemented the following cuts to single out hard jets:  < 5 on all rapidi-
ties, pT > 150 GeV on all transverse momenta, and angular dierence R > 0:4 for all jet
pairs. These results are summarised in the rst ve lines of table 1, shown in units of the
leading results z from eq. (2.7).
A measure of zj=z, which in some cases is expected to be relatively large (see
table 1), can discriminate between dierent initial states: the zGG operator leads to more
initial-state jet radiation than the zqq operators. This was discussed in ref. [41] which
proposed the average pT of z as a good discriminator. In this analysis, and throughout the
whole article, we are implicitly assuming that higher order terms in the EFT expansion are
under control also for processes that can potentially probe the high-energy region, such as
zj or zjj associated production. We shall discuss this in more detail in section 5.2, but
here we mention that these eects are associated with operators of dimension-7 or higher
that can be in the form of direct contact contributions, such as zGaGb  Gc abc (in a
microscopic model with loops of heavy coloured states Q, this corresponds to emission of
the jet directly from Q), or higher derivative terms; in both cases they are suppressed by
two powers of the large scale .
In order to assess the validity of the EFT for the associated production with jets, we
compared the corresponding numbers in table 1 with the ones obtained in an explicit model
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featuring a new coloured fermion with masses in the range 500 GeV{10 TeV. We found that
for all associated productions with jets the deviation from the EFT prediction is smaller
than  35% for a fermion mass of 500 GeV (which is hardly compatible with limits from
direct searches) and smaller than  10% for a fermion mass of 1 TeV. This shows that
given the rather strong constraints on the masses of new coloured particles coming from
direct searches, the results of the EFT are rather robust.
4.1 CP of z from pp! zjj
The dierential distribution of the zj and zb cross sections does not allow us to discrim-
inate a scalar z from a pseudo-scalar z. For example the gluonic and quark operators
contribute as
d
dt
(gg ! zg) = 3g
6
3
128s22
(c2gg + ~c
2
gg)
M8z + s
4 + t4 + u4
stu
(4.2)
d
dt
(qq ! zg) = g
2
3
36s22

(c2gg + ~c
2
gg)
g43(t
2 + u2)
s
+
v2
2
(c2q + ~c
2
q)
M4z + s
2
tu

(4.3)
d
dt
(gq ! zq) =  g
2
3
96s22

(c2gg + ~c
2
gg)
g43(s
2 + u2)
t
+
v2
2
(c2q + ~c
2
q)
M4z + t
2
su

(4.4)
with s + t + u = M2z (see also the analogous Higgs cross sections [131]). On the other
hand, production of z in association with two jets provides kinematic distributions that
are sensitive to the CP nature of z. A well known variable that is sensitive to the CP
nature of z is the azimuthal angle between the two jets jj [128, 132, 133]. In principle
other jet distributions are also sensitive to the CP nature of z. For instance, [134] has
examined a set of jet shape variables for the determination of the CP nature of a SM-
like Higgs boson, which are potentially interesting for z as well. In the following we will
examine the sensitivity to the CP nature of z of the thrust of the hard jets in the event
T = max
n
P
i2 jets jn  pijP
i2 jets jpij
:
This variable, unlike jj , exploits both transverse and longitudinal momentum of the jets,
hence carries independent information on the CP nature of z which can be in principle
combined with that carried by the jj distribution. Furthermore jj and the thrust are
expected to have dierent sensitivities to QCD aspects such as hadronization or soft and
collinear emissions, so that it is useful to cross-check the impact of these eects. Similar
considerations apply to dierent experimental eects.
Given the dierences between the SM Higgs boson and z, it is worth reassessing the
validity of the choices that are standard for studies of the SM Higgs boson, keeping in mind
that z is signicantly heavier than the Higgs boson. Hence, all eects related to the velocity
of z or the recoil of the two jets against the scalar are less useful. Another important
dierence is that for the case of the Higgs boson two contributions, one from gluon fusion
and one from vector boson fusion, are normally considered and often selection cuts are
imposed to reduce the former and retain the latter. For z this could be a meaningful
choice if it will be demonstrated that the production mechanism is mainly from photon
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or electroweak boson fusion processes, so that z is produced in a hard process without
accelerated colour charges and features such as a rapidity gap in the distribution of hadrons
is expected. For the time being this situation is not favoured and it seems more likely that
z production involves accelerated colour charges, requiring a reassessment of the strategy
to isolate the signal from the background. This consideration is further reinforced by the
fact that the possible decays of z are not known yet. Relying on the existence of the
diphoton decay mode, the relevant nal state would be
pp! zjj ! jj ;
which is usually not considered for the SM Higgs (however see [135] and references therein
for early studies of this nal state for the SM Higgs boson). On top of the above dierences
with respect to the SM Higgs boson, another crucial aspect is the rate of signal events,
which for the  nal state might be a fraction of fb, once two extra jets are required. This
forces a careful choice of the strategy to distinguish the two CP hypothesis.
The irreducible background from SM processes arises from pp ! jj and in general
appears to be not negligible compared to the expected signal rate. As a matter of fact
our calculations below show that the overall signal-to-background ratio for the jj nal
state is smaller than the one for the observed resonant  bump. Background and signal
dierential cross-section are computed at leading order with MadGraph5 without improve-
ments beyond the xed order at which we compute each process. The jets are dened
as quarks or gluons around which no other quark or gluon is found in a region of angle
R = [()2 + ()2]1=2 = 0:4. Furthermore a quark or gluon considered as jet must lie
in the geometrical and pT acceptance
jj j < 5; pT > 75 GeV . (4.5)
For photons we require
pT;1 > 40 GeV; pT;2 > 30 GeV;  < 2:37; 700 GeV < m < 800 GeV : (4.6)
With these denitions of hard jets and photons we nd
sig(jj)
sig()
= 0:16;
bck(jj)
bck()
= 0:30 ; (4.7)
where the larger fraction of background diphoton events with jets arises in part by
the collinear enhancement for obtaining photons from quark fragmentation in large in-
variant mass dijet events as well as multiplicity factors for jet emissions and \internal
bremsstrahlung" from o-shell intermediate states of the diphoton background process.7
In principle one can devise selections to increase the signal-to-background ratio, e.g. by
requiring harder isolation between jets and photon to reject the background from jet frag-
mentation. However, we do not nd this useful in view of the limited amount of signal
7Additional backgrounds can arise from jets being misreconstructed as isolated photons. In pp ! z
analyses, such backgrounds have been found to constitute less than 10% of the total background [1, 2].
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events that we can anticipate. At this stage the two CP hypothesis can already be distin-
guished as demonstrated in gure 6 by the jj distribution. Still the distinction between
the two CP hypotheses can be ameliorated by imposing selections that aect the shape
of the distributions. For instance we note that in the low jj region the distribution is
heavily inuenced by the isolation requirements for the jets, which are not CP-sensitive,
and at large jj , where the two distributions are most dierent, the background is larger,
and steeply varying. For this reason it is worth exploring possible further selections to
make the dierences between the distributions expected for the two CP hypothesis visible
in a region of jj where the background is low and possibly at. To this end we identied
jjj j and mjj as possible variables on which to impose cuts. We remark that, unlike the
SM Higgs analyses aimed at isolating VBF Higgs production, selections on these variables
do not necessarily increase the inclusive signal-to-background ratio. Nonetheless, we nd
them helpful to identify the CP nature of z. For instance requiring
mjj > 500 GeV and jjj j > 2:5 ; (4.8)
a fraction about 20% of both signal events and background events are retained and the
probability density of jj distribution is shown in gure 6. The main eect of these
selections is to eliminate the constraints on the jet jj from jet isolation requirements,
hence they can be relatively mild compared to standard VBF Higgs analysis.
In order to estimate the luminosity needed to identify the CP nature of z we use the
expected distributions to draw sets of Nev pseudo-events. We compute the likelihood ratio
L =  2 ln
Y
i=1:::Nev
pdf(CP-odd;i)
pdf(CP-even;i)
;
where i are the  values of each pseudo-experiment. Performing a large number
of pseudo-experiments, as customary in these analyses [136], we take the likelihood ratio
above as our test-statistics to distinguish the two CP options for z. The distribution of the
test-statistics for the baseline selection with the extra cuts in eq. (4.8) are reported in the
two panels in the middle row of gure 6 for Nev = 100 events and 20 events, respectively.
Given the eciency of the cuts in eq. (4.8) the two panels correspond to the same integrated
luminosity L  100 fb 1  6 fb=sig(). Considering the area of the tail of the CP-even
distribution above the CP-odd median, we nd that the CP-even hypothesis can be rejected
with 90% C.L. and, adding the cuts in eq. (4.8), above 95% C.L. Similar results hold for
the converse exclusion. In the bottom row of gure 6 we show the distribution of the test-
statistics when in the pdf for each CP hypothesis we add the pdf of the SM background
with rate twice that of the signal, as suggested by eq. (4.7). The inclusion of background
deteriorates the exclusions, which drop to 85% C.L. and 95% C.L., respectively. Results
on an observable similar to jj have been discussed in [96], which claims similar results.
For the thrust we nd similar results, which are illustrated in gure 7 and are obtained
with the same procedure as for jj . With the same number of events as above we expect
an exclusion at 88% C.L. for the analysis without the cuts in eq. (4.8) and above 95% C.L.
adding these cuts. Including the background in the same way as for the study of jj we
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Figure 6. Upper row: normalised jj distributions in pp! jj events for the CP-even (blue)
and CP-odd (yellow) hypothesis as well as for the irreducible SM background jj (green). In the
left panel we impose only the minimal selection to have z!  and two jets, while in the right panel
we impose the extra requirements in eq. (4.8) to enhance the dierence between the two CP hypoth-
esis. Middle row: distribution of the test-statistics in absence of background. Bottom row: distribu-
tion of the test statistics for a total background rate twice the signal rate, as indicated by eq. (4.7).
expect the exclusion to drop at 65% C.L. and around 75% C.L. for the two cut options,
respectively.
The combination of the results from jj and the thrust is meaningful once one takes
into account their correlation. For illustration we show the doubly dierential distribu-
tion in the plane (T;jj) for the CP-even and CP-odd hypotheses as well as for the
background.
If z couples to quarks, rather than to gluons, the dierence between CP-odd and
CP-even distributions gets suppressed by small quarks masses, and is not observable.
5 pp! zV;zh: EW associated production
Production of z in association with EW bosons provides an additional handle to distinguish
dierent initial states and the structure of their couplings to z. The cross sections (pp!
zV )  zV for producing z together with an SM vector (see also [59]) or with the Higgs
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Figure 7. Upper row: normalised thrust distributions in pp! jj events for the CP-even (blue)
and CP-odd (yellow) hypothesis as well as for the irreducible SM background jj (green). The
inset in each panel shows the cumulative distribution, which highlights the dierences between the
shapes of the distributions. In the left panel we impose only the minimal selection to have z! 
and two jets, while in the right panel we impose the extra requirements in eq. (4.8) to enhance the
dierence between the two CP hypothesis. Middle row: distribution of the test-statistics in absence
of background. Bottom row: distribution of the test statistics for a total background rate twice the
signal rate, as indicated by eq. (4.7).
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Figure 9. Diagramatic representation of partonic processes contributing to zV associated pro-
duction due to z couplings to EW gauge bosons (left-hand diagram) and SM fermions (middle and
right-handed diagram). The z interaction vertices derived from eq. (2.5) are marked with a box,
while the gauge interaction vertices of SM fermions are marked with a disk.
boson, receive contributions from diagrams such as those in gure 9. At the 13 TeV LHC,
for the CP-even case, we nd
(pp! z) = TeV
2
2
[0:12 c2u + 1:9 10 2 c2d + 1:6 10 3 c2s + 4:4 10 3 c2c + (5.1a)
+4:9 10 4 c2b + 8:5 10 5 c2BB + 6:6 10 4 c2WW + 3:2 10 5 cBBcWW ] pb
(pp! zZ) = TeV
2
2
[0:15 c2u + 9:1 10 2 c2d + 5:5 10 3 c2s + 3:3 10 3 c2c +
+1:4 10 3 c2b + 2:7 10 5 c2BB + 2:3 10 3 c2WW
 3:2 10 5 cBBcWW + 1:9 10 3 c2gg + 8:2 10 6 c^2H ] pb (5.1b)
(pp! zW+) = TeV
2
2
[0:2 c2u + 0:19 c
2
d + 1:0 10 2 c2s + 5:1 10 3 c2c +
+4:9 10 6 c2b + 4:7 10 3 c2WW + 1:1 10 5 c2H ] pb (5.1c)
(pp! zW ) = TeV
2
2
[7:7 10 2 c2u + 7:8 10 2 c2d + 5:1 10 3 c2s + 7:0 10 3 c2c +
+4:2 10 6 c2b + 1:8 10 3 c2WW + 4:5 10 6 c2H ] pb (5.1d)
(pp! zh) = TeV
2
2
[0:14 c2u + 8:5 10 2 c2d + 5:2 10 3 c2s + 3:3 10 3 c2c +
+1:4 10 3 c2b + 6:6 10 4 c2gg + 0:12 10 6 c2H ] pb
  TeV

0:35  10 6cHzH pb + 0:4  10 62zH pb ; (5.1e)
We imposed the cuts  < 2:5 and pT; > 10 GeV for the photon, and no cut for the massive
vectors. The numerical values have been obtained using MadGraph5 and the NNPDF LO
pdf set with a running factorization scale F =
q
M2z + p
2
T . Higher order QCD corrections
can be important for these processes, but are not expected to change our results by more
than O(1) factors. For the top quark loop contribution to gg ! hz production we have
used the automatic loop calculation available with MadGraph5. In the massless fermion
limit, the helicity structure of the amplitude proportional to cV V diers from the c one,
due to the chiral-breaking nature of these scalar-fermion interactions. For this reason, the
only interference between the dierent dimension-5 interactions occurs for cBB and cWW in
their contributions to vertices with photons and Z-bosons. Eqs. (5.1) hold for the CP-even
case and become slightly dierent in the CP-odd case, as discussed below.
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Figure 10. Maximal zV associate production cross-section zV at the 13 TeV LHC times the z!
f branching fraction BR(z! f) for various possible V = ; Z;W+;W+ (on the horizontal axis) and
f = gg; bb; cc; ss; ;W+W ; ZZ; Z (dierent coloured bands as specied in the legend) states,
subject to current experimental constraints. Values below the individual contours are possible and
allowed by current data. See the main text for details.
In eq. (5.1) (and the analogous results summarised in table 1) we can identify several
interesting features. In the limit where z is principally produced through quarks, asso-
ciated EW production is always dominated by the center and right diagrams of gure 9
(contributions from the rst diagram could be larger only when prompt z production is
dominated by the  ! z channel). Then, the ratio zV =z, and the production rates
pp! V (z! ), are independent of the total z width and only depend on the q avour.
Processes like this one (or z!  ! ` `  discussed in section 3.2), whose amplitudes
are constructed from the main amplitude pp! z!  with the addition of a SM vertex,
are important since their rates can be determined model-independently. For example, we
obtain z=z = f4; 16; 4g  10 3, for q = fs; c; bg, a prediction that could be used to
single out qq production channels.
Another handle for discriminating between dierent parton initial states is zW as-
sociated production. Assuming avour diagonal new physics, in the case of pure bb annihi-
lation, zW production is suppressed, since the contribution from initial state top quarks
is negligible, while contributions from lighter initial state quarks are CKM suppressed. On
the other hand, for the ss (cc) cases, the zW+ (zW ) channel is expected to be the
dominant mode because the production process can be initiated by valence quarks at the
price of only Cabibbo angles.
In gure 10 we show a combination of the results of eq. (5.1) with present collider
constraints, in a way that makes the expectations for EW associated production more
manifest. The gure shows the maximum cross section for a given nal state (dierent
colours in the legend) produced by z in association with a vector (horizontal axis in
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the plot), under the following conditions: i) the total z decay width is   . 45 GeV;
ii) the z partial widths in each channel are constrained by 8 TeV and 13 TeV data (as
specied in table 1 of [7]); iii) we maximise over dierent production channels, but require
13 TeVpp!z =8 TeVpp!z & 4, to ensure compatibility between 8 TeV and 13 TeV data.
We observe that the largest allowed rates are z+W;Z  BR(z ! jj) . 0:1 pb and
are saturated when z is predominantly produced from ss and/or cc annihilation. This
signature might however be challenging to access experimentally due to the W;Z+jets
(and tt) backgrounds. Recent studies in the bbZ channel, searching for resonances both in
the bb invariant mass and in the Zbb invariant mass spectrum, place bounds at the level of
0:5 pb [138]. Finally, among the purely EW nal states, z+W;ZBR(z!W+W ) could
still reach O(10 fb), while all photonic signatures of zV production are already bounded
below O( fb).
Concerning EW-induced associated z production (the left diagram of gure 9), the
largest possible rates are actually expected when prompt single z production is dominated
by bb annihilation. Then, the photonic contribution to the rst diagram in gure 9 gives
z ' 0:21  1 fb depending on whether the width is saturated by  bb or by other channels
(in this latter case, a minimum  bb & 10  is still necessary to guarantee dominance
of bb production over  production, which would be in tension with the 8 TeV/13 TeV
comparison). On the other hand, contributions of vertices involving W;Z to the left
diagrams in gure 9 can lead to one order of magnitude larger rates for all zV , for the
simple reason that the constraints on these couplings are an order of magnitude weaker,
see table 2. We close this discussion by noting that EW associated production is also
one of the few model-independent z production process which can be probed at e+e 
colliders [18] or photon [60, 61] colliders.
5.1 CP of z from pp! zZ;zW
EW associated production also allows us to test the CP nature of z interactions. In the
case of the zZ coupling, measuring the Z polarization in z ! Z decays is not enough
to disentangle its CP nature [139]. On the other hand, in zZ associated production, the
intermediate photon is virtual and the longitudinal polarisation of the Z is accessible close
to threshold and can be used to probe the CP nature of this interaction. We will consider
this in the context of the CP-even (odd) operators zZF (zZ ~F) in the EW broken
phase, see eq. (3.4). The angular dependence of the dierential partonic cross-sections in
the CP-even and CP-odd cases for pp! zZ are
1
^CP odd
d^CP odd
d cos 
=
3
8
(1 + cos2 ) ; (5.2)
1
^CP even
d^CP even
d cos 
=
3
8

1 + cos2  + 8M2Z s^=(s^;M
2
Z ;M
2
z)
1 + 6M2Z s^=(s^;M
2
Z ;M
2
z)

; (5.3)
where (a; b; c)  a2+b2+c2 2(ab+bc+ca), s^ is the partonic invariant mass squared of the
system and  is the angle between the direction of the Z relative to the beam direction in
the centre-of-mass reference frame. The angular dependence of the CP-odd case is purely
p-wave, as illustrated in eq. (5.2), independently of the Z velocity  p1  (MZ +M)2=s^.
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Figure 11. Left panel: angular dependence of the partonic zZ production cross-section in the
centre-of-mass frame for the case of the CP-even operator (cZ) for dierent values of the Z velocity
. The prediction for the CP-odd operator (~cZ) coincides with the curve at  = 1. Right panel:
normalised dierential zZ associated production cross-section at 13 TeV as a function of , the Z
velocity in the centre-of-mass frame. We also show, on the right axis, the ratio s=p of s-wave to
p-wave contributions to the rate.
For this reason the largest CP-even/CP-odd discrepancy is close to threshold, where the
angular dependence is at in the CP-even case, corresponding to s-wave dominance, as
illustrated by the left panel of gure 11. The dependence on  of the ratio between s and p-
wave contributions to the CP-even cross section is illustrated in the right panel of gure 11.
At the same time the pp ! zZ production cross-sections for CP-even and CP-odd
cases close to threshold dier,
^CP even
^CP odd
=
c2Z
~c2Z

1 +
6M2Z s^
(s^;M2Z ;M
2
z)

: (5.4)
For a given  (z ! Z) this corresponds, after parton luminosity integration, to a 7%
enhancement of the CP-even cross-section over the CP-odd one at the 13 TeV LHC. This
is shown in the right panel of gure 11.
The same angular dependence and cross-section ratio also appears in zZ production
from the zZZ couplings, with the replacement cZ ! cZZ and ~cZ ! ~cZZ , as well as
in zW production from the zW+W  couplings, with the replacement cZ ! cWW and
~cZ ! ~cWW. The CP properties of these interactions can also be probed using the angular
distributions in z! ZZ ! 4f and z!W+W  ! 4f decays [96], or z!  ! 4f as
discussed above.
5.2 EFT expansion and associated production
An important aspect of associated production is that, contrary to resonant z production,
the centre-of-mass energy of the parton process is not xed and can vary in a wide range. In
this context the question of the validity of our EFT expansion can become important and
is complicated by the diculty, contrary to resonant production, of associating a precise
energy scale to the process. In fact, from an EFT perspective, operators of dimension 7
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Figure 12. Transverse momentum distribution of zV associate production at 13 TeV (highest
peaked spectra), 33 TeV (middle peaked spectra) and 100 TeV (lowest peaked spectra) pp collisions
due to cV V 0 interactions. The overlapping lines of dierent colours correspond to various EW bosons
V; V 0 = ; Z;W .
or higher can also contribute to these processes (from our discussion before eq. (2.9) it is
evident that there are no dimension-6 operators linear in z). Their eect (which has been
ignored in our analysis) grows as  jc(7)i j2s^2=4 in the amplitude squared for pp! zV;zh,
and has to be compared with the leading dimension-5 contribution  jc(5)i j2s^=2. While
both eects grow (and eventually even cease making physical sense, when perturbative uni-
tarity is violated [140]), their relative size crucially depends on  and the Wilson coecients
c
(5)
i and c
(7)
i and cannot be determined without explicit UV assumptions.
Fortunately most of our analyses rely on the use of total cross sections,where the
rapidly falling PDF distributions imply that the bulk of the EFT contributions are near
threshold,as illustrated in gure 12 for cBB and cWW interactions.
8 In this kinematic
region the centre-of-mass energy is close to that of single z production where the EFT
description holds by construction, and the question of EFT validity can be expressed
transparently in terms of the Mz= expansion.
An illustrative example where the above-mentioned anomalous energy growth can be
used to learn about the underlying theory, is the following. We compare a simple, renor-
malisable model where z = H0 is the neutral CP-even component of an additional EW
doublet (and its couplings to SM fermions are dimensionless), with the scenario of eq. (2.5)
where z is a singlet and its interactions c are in fact non-renormalisable. We further as-
sume that prompt z production is dominated by heavy quark annihilation. In the singlet
model, scattering amplitudes for qq ! zVL (V = Z;W ) are dominated by the contact
interaction (last diagram in gure 9) and grow as  s^=2 at large energy. This can be seen
in the hard pT spectra in hadronic collisions as shown in gure 13. In a renormalisable
SU(2)L invariant theory, on the other hand, this anomalous UV behaviour is regulated by
the presence of additional degrees of freedom. In the case where z is the neutral compo-
8Note that even the discussion of the previous section, which relies on certain kinematic distributions,
is most powerful near threshold   0.
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Figure 13. Transverse momentum distribution of z + V production at the 13 TeV LHC due to
ss (left panel), cc (center panel) and bb (right panel) annihilation induced by the cs;c;b couplings of
eq. (2.5), that we rewrote in terms of yqz  c v=. The EW doublet results are obtained in the
limit of degenerate doublet components.
nent of a SU(2)L doublet, the zZ production now receives additional contributions from
s-channel exchange of the other neutral components of the doublet, while zW production
is regulated by the exchange of the associated charged scalars.
6 pp! zz: pair production
6.1 Eective theory parametrisation
In the eective Lagrangian description of section 2.2, z pair production receives contribu-
tions at dierent orders in the 1= expansion. In fact, starting already at the renormalis-
able level, the coupling zH (which survives also in the limit of large separation of scales
  Mz) generates VLVL ! zz and pp ! h ! zz via SM Higgs production channels.
We have already shown in the table below eq. (2.1) that the VLVL contribution to single
production is small, and this result does not change substantially for pair-production so
that this channel can be neglected. On the other hand, for pp! h ! zz we nd
(pp! zz) = 1:7 10 4 2zH fb ; (6.1)
where we neglected the subleading contribution coming from mixing with the Higgs and
from dimension-6 operators.
The presence of the relevant coupling z in the renormalisable part of the Lagrangian
eq. (2.3), implies that the rate for pp! z ! zz, with z produced by dimension-5 oper-
ators, can be thought to be formally of the same order in the EFT expansion; we write it as
(pp! zz) = 2z TeV
2
2
(270 c2gg + 1:9c
2
u + 1:4c
2
d + 0:07c
2
s + 0:04c
2
c + 0:017c
2
b) fb: (6.2)
This implies that pair production can be reasonably large for realistic values of z
zz
z
=
8>><>>:
(z=57)
2 gg production
(z=63)
2 uu production
(z=88)
2 bb production
: (6.3)
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Note, however, that arguments based on vacuum stability restrict the coecient of the
cubic coupling to jzj < 6z in the limit of large z, while vacuum meta-stability allows
only for a small violation of this upper bound [58].
There are a number of reasons why this description in terms of an eective Lagrangian
truncated at dimension-5 might be incomplete in certain cases, and the next-order in 1=
becomes necessary. First of all, it is plausible that the separation between Mz and 
is mild, as already suggested by the relatively large rates necessary to accommodate the
observed excess. Secondly, it is possible that the z couplings to the underlying dynamics
(e.g. additional particles in the loop) are sizeable and larger than the typical SM couplings.
Finally, approximate global symmetries, preserved only by higher (in this case dimension-
6) order interactions, can lead to natural situations where the Wilson coecients of the
leading eects in the EFT expansion are actually suppressed. Examples of this are models
where z is odd under an approximate Z2 symmetry, explicitly broken only by small eects,
so that both z and the full L5 in eq. (2.5) are suppressed. In any of these cases, the
contribution from dimension-6 operators in eq. (2.9) (and in some cases of two insertions
of dimension-5 operators), can be relevant. These give
(pp! zz) = TeV
4
4

1:1c4gg + 2:1c
2
ggc
(6)
gg + 0:52c
(6)2
gg + 73c
2
z3c
2
gg + 10
 3(0:0074c4 +
+0:099c2c
(6)
 +0:38c
(6)2
 )+10
 6(11c4u+6c
4
d+0:25c
4
s+0:14c
4
c+0:05c
4
b) +
+10 3(4:4c(6)2u + 2:4c
(6)2
d + 0:1c
(6)2
s + 0:06c
(6)2
c + 0:02c
(6)2
b )

pb (6.4)
Interference in the quark diagrams is suppressed by the small quark masses and we have ne-
glected for clarity the interference between these eects and those of eqs. (6.1), (6.2), assum-
ing that either an approximate symmetry or a coupling hierarchy can account for a small z.
In the limit where one production mode dominates we get the results shown in table 5 using
(pp! zz! z) = 2(pp! z! )(pp! zz)
(pp! z) (6.5)
and
(pp! zz! 4) = (pp! zz)

(pp! z! )
(pp! z)
2
(6.6)
and having xed (pp ! z ! ) = 3 fb, which is the experimentally favoured value as
extracted from a t to the preferred cross sections of table 2, under the assumption of
production from gluon fusion.
The present experimental bounds on pp ! zz pair production at ps = 8 TeV are
listed in table 6. Using present data, the 4 limit can easily be improved down to 0:1 fb
or better with a dedicated search. The 4j bound implies
(pp! zz! jj) <  
 jj
0:2 pb; (pp! zz! ) <

 
 jj
2
0:1 pb: (6.7)
We see that, unless z is produced from  partons, detectable cross sections for zz
production need c
(6)
}  c} and a not too large . Large c(6)} are in some cases rather
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z couples to zz=z = z=2 4=
bb 0:015% ( TeV=)2 (c
(6)
b =cb)
2 3:6 10 6 ( TeV=)2 (c(6)b =cb)2
cc 0:021% ( TeV=)2 (c
(6)
c =cc)
2 2:1 10 6 ( TeV=)2 (c(6)c =cc)2
ss 0:023% ( TeV=)2 (c
(6)
s =cs)
2 1:5 10 6 ( TeV=)2 (c(6)s =cs)2
uu 0:058% ( TeV=)2 (c
(6)
u =cu)
2 0:23 10 6 ( TeV=)2 (c(6)u =cu)2
d d 0:050% ( TeV=)2 (c
(6)
d =cd)
2 0:31 10 6 ( TeV=)2 (c(6)d =cd)2
GG 0:13% ( TeV=)2 (c
(6)
gg =cgg)
2 0:006 10 6 ( TeV=)2 (c(6)gg =cgg)2
 1:9% ( TeV=)2 (c
(6)
 =c)
2 2:9 10 3 ( TeV=)2 (c(6) =c)2
Table 5. Predictions for leading order contributions to pair production of the resonance z atp
s = 13 TeV.
(pp! zz! jjjj) (pp! zz! jj) (pp! zz! )
Bound at LHC,
p
s = 8 TeV < 0:1 pb [141]   . 26 fb [142]
Background at
p
s = 8 TeV see [141]  0:07 fb  4 ab
Background at
p
s = 13 TeV 5 [141]  0:2 fb  8 ab
Table 6. Summary of pp ! zz searches. The 4 search [142] was not optimized for double
production of resonances. Furthermore [143] nds (pp ! zz ! tttt) < 70 fb with an expected
bound of < 20 fb.
�
�
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Figure 14. Feynman diagrams contributing to pair production of the 750 GeV resonance.
plausible, in particular for initial-state quarks } = q where these couplings can be generated
at tree level in a UV-complete underlying model. An explicit realization of this is a model
with additional heavy vector-like quarks Q with couplings yzz Qq and y0zz QQ larger than
the Yukawa couplings yHH Qq. In such theories the ratio of Wilson coecients c(6)q =c(5)q 
y0z (neglecting a small contribution proportional to the SM Yukawa ySMq ), can be large.
6.2 Model computation in low energy theorem approximation
To better appreciate the prospects oered by z pair prduction, it is instructive to consider
an explicit renormalizable model, where z!  is mediated by a loop of heavy vector-like
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fermions Qr coupled to z as
LQ =
X
r
Qr(i =D  Mr   yrz)Qr: (6.8)
Throughout we will consider these fermions as coloured and/or carrying hypercharge, but
for simplicity we do not consider fermions with SU(2)W charge. pp ! zz is unavoidably
obtained by attaching twice z to the loop as well as by a possible cubic z3 term, as
depicted by the Feynman diagrams in gure 14. In the limit that the new fermions are
relatively heavy, 2Mr &Mz, we may employ the low energy theorem (LET) to determine
the dominant coupling to gluons and photons [144{150]. To see this we may write the
contribution of any new massive coloured eld to the QCD -function as 3 = b3g
3
3=16
2
where, as an example, for Nr new coloured fermions of Casimir Ir (normalised such that
Ir = 1=2 for the fundamental representation) we have b3 = 4NrIr=3. Writing the mass
of this eld as M(z) (which explicitly includes z as a background eld) and running the
gauge coupling from a high scale  to some low scale , the gauge kinetic terms pick up a
correction at the mass threshold, given by LLET = b33=8 ln(M(z)=)GaGa . The
case for QED is analogous. This derivation is general for any eld whose mass depends on
z. For our simple example case it gives
LLET =
X
r

IrNr
3
6
GaGa + q
2
rN
0
r

6
FF

ln

1 +
z
vr

: (6.9)
where the loop contribution also includes N 0r fermionic vector-like components with electric
charge qr, and we have dened
vr  Mr
yr
: (6.10)
Expanding the logarithm provides the low energy theorem (LET) description of multiple
scalar production from gluon or photon fusion.9 In fact, we can see that in the absence
of a scalar self coupling the pair production amplitude is related to the single production
amplitude simply by a factor of 1=vr.
To make our expressions more transparent, we limit our discussion to the case of NQ
copies of identical electrically-neutral coloured fermions with Casimir IQ and NL copies of
colourless fermions with charge qL. We also take masses and couplings universal in the
two sectors, which are then described by the two scales vQ  MQ=yQ and vL  ML=yL.
The extension to general fermion representations is completely straightforward and can be
expressed in terms of eective vQ and vL. In particular, heavy fermions with both colour
and electric charge simultaneously contribute to both vQ and vL.
Using this description the decay widths of the particle z into gluon and photon pairs are
 gg =
23N
2
QI
2
QM
3
z
183 v2Q
;   =
2 q4LN
2
LM
3
z
1443 v2L
: (6.11)
9A translation to the operators in eqs. (2.5) and (2.9) is cgg= = IrNr=(12
2vr), and c
(6)
gg =
2 =
 IrNr=(242v2r).
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The corresponding single production cross section (pp ! z), initiated by gluon and
photon annihilations, is
(pp! z) = 1
sMz

 gg Cgg

M2z
s

+   C

M2z
s

; (6.12)
where, as dened in [7],
Cgg

s^
s

=
2
8
Z 1
s^=s
dx
x
g(x)g

s^
sx

; C

s^
s

= 82
Z 1
s^=s
dx
x
(x)

s^
sx

; (6.13)
and s (s^) is the proton (parton) squared centre-of-mass energy.10
The pair-production cross section pp! zz also depends on the value of the possible
cubic interaction, FMzz3 in the potential of eq. (2.4). It is convenient here to rewrite it
as F = Mz=2vQ. Higher order terms, such as the quartic coupling, are not relevant for
this study. In the LET limit, after partonic integration, the colour and spin averaged total
pair production cross section at the LHC is
(pp! zz) = 1
82Mz
"
 gg
v2Q
C 0gg

M2z
s

+
 
v2L
C 0

M2z
s
#
; (6.14)
where the weighted partonic luminosities, including the kinematic dependence from the
two interfering diagrams and the phase space factors, are
C 0gg(z) =
Z 1
4z
dy Cgg(y)
y
4z
r
1  4z
y

1   3z
y   z
2
; (6.15a)
C 0(z) =
Z 1
4z
dy C(y)
y
4z
r
1  4z
y

1   vL
vQ
3z
y   z
2
: (6.15b)
If we assume that gluon-initiated production dominates over photon-initiated produc-
tion, in the LET limit the ratio of the cross sections of double to single z production
depends on the new fermion content and quantum numbers only through the scale vQ, and
is simply given by
(pp! zz)
(pp! z) =
M2z
v2Q
(); ()  s
82M2z
C 0gg
 
M2z=s

Cgg
 
M2z=s
 : (6.16)
The solid line in gure 15 shows () as a function of the z self coupling, using the LET
result in eq. (6.16). For comparison we also show the values of () determined by the
full one-loop calculation for various masses MQ of the new fermion (with NQ = 1 and
IQ = 1=2). A good t of the LET result is
()  3:2 10 4  1  + 0:32 : (6.17)
Equations (6.16) and (6.17) allow for a quick estimate of the pair production cross section,
assuming that the single production cross section is known. For example, if we want to
10The parton distribution functions also depend on the factorisation scale, however we have suppressed
this variable in the equations above and taken the factorisation scale as  =
p
s^ throughout.
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Figure 15. The function () that determines the ratio between the pair and single production
cross section for gluon-initiated processes, as dened in eq. (6.16). The solid line refers to the LET
result, while the other lines show the result when nite fermion mass form factors are included in
the calculation, as discussed in section 6.3.
reproduce the experimentally favoured value (pp ! z ! )  3 fb for gluon-initiated
production, we nd vQ = NQIQ
p
BR 3:5 TeV and eq. (6.16) leads to
(pp! zz) = 4:7 10 5 fb 1  + 0:3
2
(NQIQ BR)2
: (6.18)
Taking into account the branching ratios we have
(pp! zz! ) = 4:7 10 5 fb 1  + 0:3
2
(NQIQ)2
; (6.19)
(pp! zz! gggg) = 4:7 10 5 fb 1  + 0:3
2
(NQIQ)2

 gg
 
2
; (6.20)
(pp! zz! gg) = 9:4 10 5 fb 1  + 0:3
2
(NQIQ)2
 gg
 
: (6.21)
having assumed that production is dominated by gluon fusion.
In gure 16 we take into account diphoton-initiated pair production, and show the
results of the low energy theorem prediction for (pp! zz ! jj) and (pp! zz !
), assuming a vanishing z3 coupling for a benchmark model of two triplets of coloured
fermions and three leptons with unit charge. This choice of benchmark parameters is
motivated by gure 5 of [7], such that the required ranges of   and  gg may be found
for reasonably perturbative couplings, particularly in the narrow width scenario. This can
be seen by comparing with the required values of vQ and vL, which show that for MQ and
ML in the range of 100's GeV, the required Yukawa coupling becomes non-perturbative
only at the extreme ranges of the parameter space, when the width is becoming large.
For this benchmark model, experimental constraints on (pp ! zz ! 4g) already
place relevant bounds on the parameter space. In some regions of allowed parameter space
the (pp ! zz ! gg) nal state may be observable in the future with  300 fb 1 of
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Figure 16. Within the green region one can reproduce the di-photon excess (pp ! )  3 fb
at the 13 TeV LHC. Contours of constant (pp! zz) are shown as solid lines, (pp! zz! 4g)
as dashed, (pp ! zz ! gg) as dotdashed, and (pp ! zz ! 4) as dotted. These cross
sections are computed using LET with two triplets of coloured fermions and three leptons with
unit charge, and the z3 coupling is set to zero. The required scales vQ = MQ=yQ and vL = ML=yL
are also shown.
integrated luminosity. However, in much of the parameter space the cross section for this
process is too small. In the upper left hand plane for much of the parameter space (pp!
zz ! 4) > 0:1 fb, also suggesting that this channel could be observable. However, in
most of the region where this is observable the dominant production mode is from photon
fusion, and this region is disfavoured due to the reduced increase in single production cross
section going from 8 TeV to 13 TeV.
In gure 17 we project the dierent cross sections along the narrow width line (lower
edge of the green region in gure 16) and along the  =M = 0:06 line (upper edge in
gure 16). There are a number of interesting features. As before, it is clear that dijet
pair production places an interesting constraint on the parameter space. Second, as  gg
is reduced, then   must be increased as we go along either boundary. Correspondingly,
the diphoton contribution to single and pair production increases. Since partonic gluons
are softer than partonic photons, the photon fusion contribution to pp! zz is relatively
more important, with respect to the gluon fusion, than the photon fusion contribution to
pp! z. This means that there are regions of parameter space where pp! z is dominated
by gluon fusion, giving good consistency between 8 TeV and 13 TeV data, and at the same
time pp! zz is dominated by photon fusion.
Another feature worth highlighting is that as one goes to very small  gg and   is
increased, the inclusive pair production cross section may become larger than the single
production cross section, while, even in a strongly-coupled model, one expects that it should
be 10   50 times smaller because of the reduced parton luminosity. This is particularly
noticeable for the  =M = 0:06 assumption. This is not, however, physical. It is rather
signalling the breakdown of perturbation theory since the value of   required to explain
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Figure 17. Cross sections as a function of  gg=M once the requirement of (pp! z! 2) = 3 fb
has been imposed. The narrow width assumption is shown on the left panel (corresponding to
travelling along the lower boundary of the green region in gure 16) and a broader resonance is
shown on the right panel (travelling along the upper boundary in gure 16).
the excess is becoming so large that for the benchmark parameters chosen and for xed vL
the implied Yukawa coupling to charged fermions are becoming too large. Thus in the region
where pair production is comparable or larger than single production the predicted rates
for either should not be trusted. More specically, the ratio of pair to single production
cross sections scales approximately as
zz=z / (yMz=4MQ)2: (6.22)
For the LET description to remain valid we require MQ & Mz: in the strongly coupled
limit, y  1, it is possible to have vz . Mz while the LET description remains valid, at
the cost of approaching the non-perturbativity limit, as can be seen in gure 17.
Finally we note that in regions of parameter space where gluon fusion dominates the
production by far the largest observable nal state is pp ! zz ! 4g. The cross section
for pp! zz! gg stays approximately in the region 10 3 ! 10 1 fb.
In summary, pair-production is experimentally interesting. For the benchmark scenario
considered here we nd that (pp! zz! 4g) & 1 fb provided that  gg=M & 9:5 10 5
(vQ . 290 GeV), and for (pp ! zz ! 2g2) & 0:1 fb provided that  gg=M & 7  10 4
(vQ . 100 GeV). For other representations these numbers will be dierent, however it is
clear that for O(1) Yukawa couplings the model may accommodate the observed excess
while predicting pp ! zz ! 4g and pp ! zz ! 2g2 rates within reach of the LHC.
Whether these signals are observable will depend on the SM background, which is discussed
in section 6.7.
6.3 Full computation beyond the LET approximation
For large portions of the relevant parameter space the LET description may not be valid
as either very large Yukawa couplings may be required (especially when the vector-like
fermions are very massive MQ  Mz) or the low-energy approximation breaks down,
because MQ . Mz. This second problem can be solved by including the full one-loop
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Figure 18. As in the narrow width case in gure 17, but for massive fermion loops with the
full form factor included. The left panel assumes vanishing self coupling ( = 0), and the right a
Higgs-like self-coupling ( = 1).
result, which is at rst order in perturbation theory, so will still break down for large
Yukawa couplings, but is all orders in the heavy fermion masses, allowing the study of
scenarios with MQ  Mz. The pair production of Higgs-like scalars at one loop from
virtual fermions has been studied for all fermion masses for some time [151, 152] and later
with QCD corrections [153{155]. As the full one loop expressions are lengthly we refer the
reader to [152] where the relevant formul are conveniently presented.
In gure 18 we show contours of constant pair production cross section for the bench-
mark scenario, now with lepton mass ML = 400 GeV and quark mass MQ = 800 GeV, for
the case of a narrow width. We show the results for vanishing self coupling ( = 0), and
for a Higgs-like self-coupling ( = 1). As can be seen, including the full one loop fermion
mass dependence leads to relevant quantitative dierences from the LET approximation of
gure 16, while the qualitative aspects are similar. When it occurs, the breakdown of the de-
scription only occurs as large Yukawa couplings are required, as all mass eects are included.
6.4 Pair production of a pseudo-scalar resonance
We may also consider the single and pair production of a pseudoscalar at one loop due to
interactions with heavy vector-like fermions
L = ~yz Qi5Q+MQ QQ: (6.23)
In this case the single production cross section only diers from the scalar case by an
additional factor of cP = 9=4. For pair production the cross section is identical to pair pro-
duction of the scalar, with the additional simplication that the cubic coupling  vanishes
in the CP-symmetric limit. An example plot for the pseudoscalar is shown in gure 19.
In composite models z can be a pseudo-scalar analogous to the  in QCD: a Goldstone
boson of an accidental global symmetry spontaneously broken by the new interaction that
becomes strong at TC. Its linear and quadratic couplings are zG ~G and z2G2: the latter
operator breaks the global symmetry and thereby its coecient is suppressed by M2z=
2
TC.
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Figure 19. As in gure 18, but for a pseudo-scalar resonance. In the CP-symmetric limit the
self-coupling vanishes.
6.5 Decorrelating single and pair production
From section 6.2 it may appear that in complete models a precise correlation between
single and pair production operators is generically expected. On the other hand, we saw in
section 6.4 that for a pseudoscalar the correlation between the two changes. This is related
to the fact that, based on CP symmetry, one would only expect odd powers of z coupled
to G eG, and even powers coupled to GG. However, the decorrelation of single and double
production may be even greater in the presence of other global symmetries.
To illustrate this let us consider a model where z is odd under a Z2 symmetry. In this
case one would only expect even powers of z in the eective theory, thus single production
is forbidden. One can introduce single production, but this would be controlled by a
parameter which breaks the Z2 and may thus be small. In this way, pair production may
be enhanced relative to single production in the presence of additional approximate global
symmetries.
As an example, consider the model of eq. (6.8) with two avours of heavy quark Q1;2
with interactions
LQ1;2 M1 Q1Q1 +M2 Q2Q2 + y1;2z Q1Q2 + y2;1z Q2Q1 : (6.24)
Using the LET and keeping the dependence of the fermion masses on z we obtain a
contribution to the GG coupling / (log(M+(z)=) + log(M (z)=)) where M are the
two mass eigenstates, in the presence of a background z eld value, and  is a high energy
scale that drops out when expanding in powers of z. In the end the eective coupling to
the GG operator is
LLET = IrNr

0z  y1;2y2;1z
2
M1M2
+O(z4)

3
6
GaGa (6.25)
Notably, the linear term is absent. This is not surprising, since eq. (6.24) exhibits a
global Z2 symmetry under which z !  z and Q1Q2 !   Q1Q2. Had we included some
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Figure 20. Single production cross section for a heavy resonance R for a dierent values of the
eective operator scale R, as dened in eq. (6.26). For reasonable values of R, if the branching
ratio BR(R ! zz) is not too small, then R could lead to signicant contributions to the z pair
production rate.
couplings which break the symmetry, such as 1z Q1Q1, 2z Q2Q2, then a linear term could
be generated proportional to 1;2. As these terms break a symmetry they may be naturally
small. In this way, in more involved models for the z excess, it may be that pair production
is larger than expected based on a nave extrapolation of the single production rate.
6.6 Resonant pair production
Finally, a scenario in which pair production may be considerably enhanced is given by
a heavy resonance R which is produced and subsequently decays to pairs of z, pp !
R ! zz. This possibility was discussed briey in [7]. There are many dierent model
possibilities, thus for simplicity we will only consider R coupled to gluons and z as
LR  g
2
3
2R
RG2 +
1
2
ARzzRz2 : (6.26)
In gure 20 we show the single R production rate as a function of the resonance mass
and the eective scale R. This simple analysis demonstrates that, if the branching ratio
BR(R! zz) is not too small, z pair production may be signicantly enhanced in the
presence of new heavy resonances.
Pair production is also implied if z has SM gauge interactions (see e.g. [156]).
6.7 Pair production phenomenology
Although we will not attempt a thorough collider analyses of the pair production signature,
it is useful to consider the typical character of pair production events. In gure 21 we show
the invariant mass distribution of the resonance pairs and the pT spectrum of each resonance
when produced from gluon fusion for the LET result as well as for two benchmark masses
for heavy vector-like quarks. Although the location of the peak of these distributions
lies in approximately the same place, regardless of the mass of the vector-like fermions in
the loop, we see that further details such as the height of the peak and the tails of the
distributions can vary signicantly depending on the mass of the fermions in the loop.
Thus, if we may be fortunate enough to see pair production in the next few years at the
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Figure 21. Normalised invariant mass and pT spectra for pairs of resonances produced from gluon
fusion. Spectra are calculated using the LET result (solid black), and for two benchmarks, MQ =
800 GeV (dotted) and MQ = 1200 GeV (dashed). A vanishing self-coupling is assumed. The invari-
ant mass spectrum is peaked around 200 GeV above the pair production threshold. The pT spectrum
is peaked near to 400 GeV, indicating that in pair production events this typical boost should be ex-
pected for the diphoton or digluon system which may be useful for additional background reduction.
LHC, then with additional events it may be possible to gain some additional information
on the nature of the coloured particles in the loop. However, by the stage that pair
production of a 750 GeV resonance had been observed one would expect any additional
coloured particle to be observed directly, thus from this context pair production would
provide a complementary probe of the coloured particles.
So far we have considered only production cross sections and distributions. In order to
observe pair production it is necessary to be able to discriminate the nal state over any
SM background. The 4j nal state, already explored at
p
s = 8 TeV in the search [141], has
a good chance to probe the region of models parameters space where double production
is enhanced. In fact we nd QCD jet production d=dmjj  200 fb/GeV in the region of
phase-space where mjj ' 750GeV for candidate resonances mass mjj dened as in [157].
This means a background of about 40 pb in a mass window jmjj  mzj < 100 GeV.
Also the jj nal state, presently not investigated by the experiments, has very good
chances to constrain the models. In particular the latter might have very low background
rate and, in view of eq. (6.7), we estimate that a search in this channel at 13 TeV would yield
a useful bound in interesting regions of parameters space already with present luminosity.
For this process we nd an irreducible background from pp ! jj around 0.2 fb for
jm   mzj < 50 GeV and jmjj   mzj < 100 GeV. Given that the SM background is
dominated by q !  radiation, we implemented the following cuts: R > 0:4 for any nal
state partons pair; jj j < 2:5, j j < 2:37; pT;j > 150 GeV, pT;1 > 40 GeV, pT;2 > 30 GeV.
Finally, we remark that the 4 nal state is interesting, as it is prominent in scenarios
in which the production from electroweak boson initial states is not negligible. Signals
in this nal state can reach and exceed fraction of fb, while the irreducible background is
negligible for projected luminosity of the LHC.
If other decay modes exist then additional signatures are possible. For example, if z
can decay to dark matter then a search for  =ET or jj =ET may reveal evidence for pair
production. Once again the visible nal state particles should reconstruct the resonant
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mass. In any case the kinematic characteristics described in this section may be used to
aid the observation of pair production.
7 Summary
In this paper we have discussed a variety of observables that can be used to learn more
about the nature of the digamma resonance z and extract its properties. Methods to
discriminate a spin-0 from spin-2 diphoton resonance are already well established. In fact,
the ATLAS and CMS collaborations already present analyses for both cases. Thus, from a
phenomenological perspective, there is little to add on the topic of spin discrimination. For
this reason we have focussed on the spin-0 hypothesis and on dierent open phenomeno-
logical questions. While our presentation was organised in terms of physical processes, in
this section we summarise our results in terms of what can be learned from the dierent
measurements and how these can be used to infer the properties of z.
Our basic assumption is that z is a scalar particle and our conclusions are based on an
Eective Field Theory (EFT) approach. Preliminary LHC data suggest that the neutral
particle z must have a rather large coupling to photons, corresponding to an eective scale
=Mz . (10   20)c . Taking into account that c is induced at loop level, at least in
a weakly-coupled theories the constraint on =Mz restricts the applicability of the EFT
theory and points towards the expectation that z is not an isolated particle, but part of
a new-physics sector in the TeV domain. Whenever the EFT expansion breaks down, one
must necessarily turn to a model-by-model analysis. Nevertheless, we believe that our EFT
description can catch the main features of the underlying theory and that the observables
discussed here are likely to bear fruit also in the context of complete models.
7.1 Identifying the weak representation
In this paper we have focused primarily on the case in which z is an electroweak singlet, but
an important issue is to establish empirically if it is a singlet, a doublet with hypercharge
1=2, or belongs to some other higher representation of SU(2)L
 U(1)Y containing a neutral
component. This can be tested as follows.
1. Higher representations will contain other components, some of which will be electri-
cally charged, with mass around 750 GeV and small mass splittings induced by elec-
troweak breaking eects. Their single production is model dependent and can aect
the prole of the bump at 750 GeV in a measurable way. Pair production, via Drell-
Yan processes, is universal and depends only on the electroweak quantum numbers.
2. Identifying the initial state of the production process will give indirect hints about the
electroweak nature of z. While a singlet can couple at dimension 5 to all SM particles,
a doublet is more likely to be produced from quarks, to which it may have renormal-
isable couplings, than gluons or electroweak gauge bosons, to which can couple only
through dimension-6 operators. However, this conclusion is model dependent.
3. The dierent dimensionalities of the EFT couplings to quarks (dimension 5 for
singlet z and 4 for doublet) and gauge bosons (dimension 5 for singlet and 6 for
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doublet) imply dierent pT spectra in z associated production. Although the
applicability of the EFT is limited for the calculation of pT distributions, the EFT
can describe the onset of the dierent behaviours of singlet and doublet z. These
results must then be compared with specic models.
Hereafter we will assume that z is an electroweak singlet.
7.2 Identifying the initial state
The identication of the parton process that produces z can be done using the following
considerations.
1. Employing the dependence of parton luminosities on
p
s, one can use the values of
(pp! z) at dierent energies as discriminators of the initial process. In particular,
the ratio between (pp ! z) at 13 TeV versus 8 TeV, as summarised in section 2.1,
is already favouring production from gg, bb, cc, and ss with respect to production
from light quarks or photons.
2. Measuring decay channels other than z !  will give information on possible
production mechanisms, since any initial state of the production process contributes
to z decays. Di-jet measurements already constrain some parameter space for gluon
production [7]. Other decay modes are illustrated in gure 2.
3. The rapidity distribution and the transverse momentum spectrum of the diphoton
system retain features of the initial parton state and can be used to discriminate
between light-quark and gluon or heavy-quark initiated productions [41].
4. The rate of z+jet production is a useful discriminator of the initial state. The ratios
zj=z, with the same acceptance cuts applied across all production channels, are
shown in table 1. This ratio is O(27%) for gluon initiated production and O(6  9%)
for heavy and light quark initial states.
5. For the b-quark initial state the ratio zb=z is 6:2%, whereas for all other initial
states it is less than 1%, see table 1. Thus, zb associated production is an excellent
indicator of b-quark initial states [41].
6. z production in association with a gauge or Higgs boson is a useful discriminator,
see table 1. In particular, no vector bosons accompanying z are expected from gluon
initial states, and no W from b initial states. Taking ratios of zW , zZ, and zh
provides us with additional handles to identify the production subprocess.
7. If z is a singlet produced from quarks, the particular structure of the operator zqqH
implies a sizeable three-body decay width,  (z ! qqH)  1%   (z ! qq) where
H = fh; Z;Wg (see section 3.2).
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7.3 Measuring z couplings
z couplings are crucial ingredients needed to understand the particle's nature.
1. z couplings can be extracted from production rates, as functions of the total width. If
z is suciently broad that its width can be measured, than absolute determinations
of its couplings are possible.
2. Furthermore, if the z resonance will turn out to be broad, by measuring its shape
one could observe interference with the SM background qq !  amplitude in a way
which, in principle, allows us to probe the structure of z couplings to quarks.
3. In an EFT approach valid up to operators with dimension 7 or higher, the 4 decay
channels z ! , Z, ZZ, WW are described by 3 parameters (up to a discrete
ambiguity) for a CP-even z. This allows for one consistency condition that can
be tested experimentally. For a CP-odd z, one needs only 2 parameters (up to a
discrete ambiguity) and 2 consistency conditions are obtained. The results are shown
in gure 3 and gure 4.
4. The z invisible width can be derived by tagging z production with an extra jet.
5. Associated production processes (z+ jet or z+V ) can be used to probe interactions
at dierent momenta, testing the derivative structure of eective couplings. More-
over, they can test the substructure of the eective couplings, beyond the domain of
the EFT. This is because the extra jet, gauge or Higgs boson can be attached to the
internal particles generating the eective couplings.
6. Pair production gives direct information about the properties of the UV completion
of the EFT and the couplings of z to the new sector. In the strong coupling regime,
and in the presence of approximate symmetries, pair production becomes especially
relevant.
7.4 Identifying the CP parity
We discussed ways of measuring the CP properties of z, in the three possible cases: CP
even, CP odd, or undened CP in a theory with explicit CP violation (see also [96] for a
recent thorough study aimed at addressing this question).
The following three measurements rely only on z!  decays, which are guaranteed
if the discovery is conrmed, and whose rates can then be unambiguously and model-
independently predicted.
1. The z!  decay guarantees the existence of z!  ! `+` `0+`0  with `; `0 =
fe; g, with a rate about 10 3 smaller than the  rate. The distributions have been
computed in section 3.2 and they allow us to disentangle the c and ~c contributions.
2. The z !  decay guarantees the existence of z !  ! e+e e+e  events, where
the  convert to electron-positron pairs in the detector matter, giving access to the
photon polarisations [158]. The small angle between each e+e  pair however makes
this measurement very dicult.
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3. The z !  decay guarantees the existence of pp ! jjz events, where the jets are
emitted at least from initial state partons. The rate is larger if z is produced via
gg collisions. As discussed in section 4.1, the angular distribution of the two jets is
sensitive to the CP parity of z.
The following measurements rely on z ! ZZ;Z, one of which (at least) is always guar-
anteed, although at the moment we cannot tell how large the corresponding rates will be.
4. The parity of z can be measured from the distribution of z ! ZZ ! `+` `0+`0 
events, similarly to what is done for the Higgs.
5. The z ! Z decay allows for a measurement of the z parity using Z ! `+`  and
provided that  converts into `+`  either virtually or in matter, as discussed above.
6. The zZZ and zZ couplings imply a rate for pp! zZ whose angular distribution
allows for a reconstruction of the CP-parity of z as discussed in section 5.1.
Finally we have a possibility which is not guaranteed by the diphoton decay, but which
would be completely decisive.
7. If z decays into hh, its observation would immediately imply that z is a CP-even
scalar, provided that CP is conserved.
7.5 Pair production
In this paper we have emphasised pair production as a new tool for investigating the
properties of z. It is not possible to make denitive model-independent predictions for
pair production. The reason is that while single production already gives some information
on possible dimension 5 couplings of z to SM states, pair production involves not only the
same dimension-5 operators but also a priori uncorrelated dimension 6 operators and an
z3 self interaction. Pair production cross sections are expressed in terms of a well-motived
set of operators in section 6.1.
A particularly simple, but representative, class of models provides a correlation be-
tween operators in terms of model parameters, see eq. (6.9). Furthermore, the model as-
sumptions combined with the required single production rate allow for the pair production
rates to be predicted. In addition, one is no longer constrained to an EFT description and
rates may also be calculated when the new states are light. In section 6.2 a popular model
of z coupled to charged and coloured fermions is studied. In both the low-energy theorem
approximation and in the full calculation employing the one loop form factors, a number of
qualitative conclusions can be drawn. Constraints on the production of pairs of di-jet reso-
nances are already relevant, excluding some of the parameter space. This suggests that in
the future this nal state may reveal evidence for the pair production of z. The gg nal
state is more challenging, with smaller cross sections. This is also true for the 4 nal state.
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A Eective Lagrangian in the unitary gauge
The eective Lagrangian for the scalar singlet in eqs. (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) and (2.9) can
be expanded in the unitary gauge as follows:
V (z; H) = 1
2
m2zz2 + zmzz3 + zz4 + zHmzzh(h=2 + v) + zHz2h(h=2 + v) ; (A.1)
L even5 =
z


cgg
g23
2
GaG
a + cWW
g22
2
W+W
  + cZZ
e2
2
ZZ
 + c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2

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Z
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2
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c p
2
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4
c0Hh
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 
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cz3

z(@z)2
2
;
(A.2)
L odd5 =
z


~cgg
g23
2
Ga ~G
a + ~cWW
g22
2
W+ ~W
  + ~cZZ
e2
2
Z ~Z
 + ~c
e2
2
~
 +
+~cZ
e2
2
 ~Z
 + i
~c p
2
(h+ v)  5 

; (A.3)
L6 =
z2
2

c(6)gg
g23
2
GaG
a + c
(6)
WW
g22
2
W+W
  + c(6)ZZ
e2
2
ZZ
 + c(6)
e2
2

 + c
(6)
Z
e2
2
Z

+
c
(6)
 p
2
(h+ v)   +
c
(6)
H e
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8c2Ws
2
W
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 
2c2WWW
y
 + Z
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H
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4
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H h
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h3 + 4h2v + 6hv2 + 4v3
 
+
c
(6)
H2
2
(@z)2
2
h(h=2 + v) +O(z4) ; (A.4)
B z decay widths including the mixing with the Higgs
In this section we write down the complete formul for the decay widths of z including
the eect of its mixing with Higgs boson h. The operators proportional to zH and c
0
H
induce, after EWSB, a mixing between z and the Higgs given by
Lmix =  1
2
m2Hh
2   1
2
m2zz2   hzv

zHmz +
c0Hv
2


; (B.1)
where mH is the Higgs mass parameter (not yet the physical Higgs mass Mh). The mass
matrix is diagonalised by the rotation
h! h cos  +z sin ; z! z cos    h sin  ; (B.2)
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with mixing angle
tan 2 =
2v(mzzH + c
0
Hv
2=)
m2z  m2H
: (B.3)
The masses of the physical h and z eigenstates are
M2h =
1
2

m2z +m
2
H  
q
(m2H  m2z)2 + 4v2
 
zHmz + c0Hv2=
2
;
M2z =
1
2

m2z +m
2
H +
q
(m2H  m2z)2 + 4v2
 
zHmz + c0Hv2=
2
;
(B.4)
where we have used uppercase letters to indicate the physical masses. After diagonalising
the mass mixing, all the couplings of z to SM particles acquire corrections of order c0Hv=.
Moreover, after mixing with the Higgs, z inherits the Higgs couplings to SM particles,
suppressed by s  sin . In order to include these contributions in the z interactions and
decay widths, we parametrise the loop-induced Higgs couplings to gg; ; Z as
Lh loop =
g23ch;g
v
hG2 +
e2ch;
v
hF 2 +
e2ch;Z
vsWcW
hFZ
 : (B.5)
The value of the c coecients in the SM (and its dependence on the loop function) can be
found, for instance, in [159]. The complete expressions of the widths taking into account
all the subleading corrections are given by
 (z! ) = 
2M3z
2
"
c2

c +
2sch;
cv
2
+ ~c2
#
; (B.6a)
 (z! gg) = 8
2
3M
3
z
2
"
c2gg

c + 2
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2
+ ~c2gg
#
; (B.6b)
 (z!   ) = N Mzv
2
162
"
(c c   y s)2 f (x ) + ~c2 ~f (x )
#
; (B.6c)
 (z! Z) = 2
2M3z
s2Wc
2
W
2
"
c2Z

c   sWcWs ch;Z
cZv
2
+ ~c2Z
#
fZ(xZ) ; (B.6d)
 (z! ZZ) = 
2M3z
s4Wc
4
W
2

c2c
2
ZZf
(TT )(xZ) + ~c
2
ZZ
~f (TT )(xZ)  3vccHcZZ (vc + 2s=cH)
4m2z
f (LT )(xZ)
+
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2
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; (B.6e)
 (z!WW ) = 2
2M3z
s4W
2

c2c
2
WW f
(TT )(xW )+~c
2
WW
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; (B.6f)
 (z! hh) = M
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 
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2
"
2v4s3c
(6)0 2
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#2
fh(xh) ; (B.6g)
where xP = M
2
P =M
2
z and the phase space functions f and
~f are given by
f (x) = (1  4x)3=2 ;
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~f (x) =
p
1  4x ;
fZ(x) = (1  x)3 ;
f (TT )(x) =
 
1  4x+ 6x2p1  4x ;
~f (TT )(x) = (1  4x)3=2 ; (B.7)
f (LL)(x) =
 
1  4x+ 12x2p1  4x ;
f (LT )(x) = (1  2x)p1  4x ;
fh(x) = (1  2x)2
p
1  4x :
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